Hybrid density functional∕molecular mechanics studies on activated adsorption of oxygen on zeolite supported gold monomer.
Density functional theory calculations on oxygen adsorption over gas phase and faujasite supported Au monomer has been studied using hybrid quantum mechanics∕molecular mechanics method, surface integrated molecular orbital molecular mechanics implemented in GAMESS package. Three different oxidation states of Au (0, +1, +3) and three different adsorption modes viz., top, bridge, and dissociative adsorption of oxygen have been considered in our calculations. Redshift in the ν(O-O) value from that in gas phase O(2) indicates activation of O(2) upon adsorption over faujasite supported gold monomer. The activation of O(2) is an important step in the catalytic oxidation of CO. The presence of adsorbed O(2) increases the interaction of the Au monomer with the faujasite support. In faujasite supported cationic Au monomer, O(2) preferably remains bridge bonded to Au rather than being dissociated.